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A B S T R A C T

Free and open source software (FOSS) has been increasingly adopted for humanitarian purpose worldwide, yet the factors for successful deployment of humanitarian FOSS in a disaster situation remain largely unexplored. Drawing upon the Technology–Organization–Environment (TOE) framework, this study identifies the key issues in collaborative deployment of FOSS for humanitarian relief operations. The research further elaborates the key research issues by adopting a case study approach in which qualitative data were gathered from key informants from both private and public sectors. The results suggest that task–technology fit, expertise management, and inter-organizational relationship management play critical roles in humanitarian FOSS deployment.

1. Introduction

Natural disasters are characterized by large scale detrimental impacts and devastating consequences. Disaster management in practice is challenged in a number of ways. First, response organizations are often constrained by available resources in the affected regions. In addition, a disastrous event may involve rapidly changing conditions, hence frequently forcing responders to perform un-planned tasks. Furthermore, it involves multiple organizations working in a collaborative and coordinated manner. Free and open source software (FOSS) systems present a means to handle these challenges. FOSS offers system developers the freedom to reuse and further improve the software. In recent years, more and more responses to natural disasters have utilized FOSS for disaster management purposes. In general, the use of FOSS systems helps to develop response information systems that help manage humanitarian response resources (e.g., food, shelter, and medical supplies), distribute response intelligence, and coordinate response operations [27]. Thus FOSS has an advantage of bringing in various external expertise (since everyone has the freedom to pick up a FOSS and adapt it to their situations) in handling the challenges mentioned above and thus provides an attractive alternative in the evolution of a more effective disaster management tool.

The research on FOSS in humanitarian relief operations is still in its infancy. Only a handful of countries have full-fledged disaster management information systems in place, yet few of them have actually been deployed full-scale. Considering its potential significance on disaster management, Guo et al. [20] called for new research to further our understanding of humanitarian FOSS. To date, a number of imperative research issues have not been thoroughly explored, including the success factors to the joint deployment of disaster FOSS by public and private sectors. The deployment of a FOSS system is a complex process and often involves multiple stakeholders who represent government agencies, non-government organizations, and volunteers. Without a quick and well-executed deployment, a FOSS system may not achieve its full potential, leaving human lives and properties at risk. The current study fills this research gap by answering the question of: “What are key issues that affect the success of private–public collaborative deployment of humanitarian FOSS systems?” We identify the imperative issues in FOSS deployment through the lens of the Technology–Organization–Environment (TOE) framework [36]. To elaborate our understanding of the issues, we collect qualitative data about humanitarian FOSS collaboration projects. The data was collected from key informants in private and public sectors who participated in recent disaster management operations worldwide.
Based on the previous literature and our data, we present a set of re-
search propositions.

This paper contributes to the literature of disaster management and FOSS. Research in disaster management information systems de-
sign has largely ignored the potential role of FOSS. Through the ex-
amination of FOSS deployment with qualitative data collected from global leaders in the field, we discuss the potential of humani-
tarian FOSS for leveraging public and private resources to meet the
demand of disaster response. Our study contributes to FOSS literature as we identify the major issues that contribute to the successful deploy-
ment of humanitarian FOSS. The research propositions developed in
this study are backed by our empirical data and can be distilled to test-
able hypotheses in future research. The findings in this study recognize
a core set of antecedents of FOSS success and thus shed light on FOSS deployment. Our research also informs practitioners. Specifically we
identify issues that are important to help disaster response authorities
properly manage FOSS projects. These cover critical aspects such as
cost, adaptability, and data ownership in operating a FOSS for humani-
tarian purpose during large scale disasters.

This paper is organized as follows. The subsequent section intro-
duces the background literature that leads to three focal research
issues presented in the next section. Then, our research method and
data collection process are described. Conclusions are drawn
upon the data. We conclude the paper with discussions of our find-
ings, limitations, and avenues to future research.

2. Background

2.1. Free open-source software

Proprietary software and free open-source software (FOSS) are
two popular, but very different business models in the current soft-
ware marketplace. Proprietary software follows the “private invest-
ment” model, meaning that the innovation is carried out by private
investment and is protected as intellectual property with a motive
of achieving a return on investment as profit [12,22,22]. Instead,
FOSS follows the collective action model. The contributors share
a collaborative sense of contributing their own efforts to a “common
pool” as a public good and making the software freely available to
all [22]. This implies that anyone can write, modify, or enhance the
coding previously contributed by others. The process of learning,
sharing, using, and modifying the codes is exercised in the process
of the deployment of such systems [22]. GNU/Linux operating sys-

In recent literature, academia has recognized the significance of
FOSS. Sharma et al. [34] developed a framework for creating a
hybrid-OSS community within an organization to capture the bene-
fits offered by FOSS. Crowston et al. [8] developed a theoretical
model to explain the performance and effectiveness of FOSS systems.
Currion et al. [9] studied how a FOSS system named SAHANA coordi-
nated disparate institutional and technical resources to respond to
the Indian Ocean Tsunami in 2004. Morelli et al. [27] examined the
mobilization of virtual communities through FOSS systems in an
earthquake response.

Some of this previous research focused on system design from the
technology perspective, while other research was with regards to the
social aspects of the technology/system adoption and diffusion. Other
than Currion et al. [9] and Morelli et al. [27], our paper is among the
first few attempts at studying FOSS in the context of disaster manage-
ment. A summary of a sample of literature is listed below with their
main contributions (Table 1).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1 Sample literature with their main contributions.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Source and title</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Currion et al. [9,10] “Open source software for disaster management” | Discusses the significance of FOSS software for disaster management. It also
discusses the component-based design in SAHANA and focuses on
technological aspects. |
| [27] “A global collaboration to deploy help to China” | Descriptive report about the international collaborations on how IBM, SANAH,
and the government were involved in the deployment of a FOSS system to help in the
recovery from the Sichuan earthquake. |
| [31] “Open source software success: measures and analysis” | Empirical study of the factors of OSS success as measured by the number of
subscribers and developers. The determinants from the technical perspective
were found to measure the success of an OSS project. |
| [21] “Adoption of open source software: the role of social identification” | Focuses on the technological and social factors that drive a successful OSS
adoption and diffusion. The integrated model was built and evaluated
quantitatively. |
| [30] “An incident information management framework based on data integration, data mining, and multi-criteria decision making” | An incident information management system to deal with challenges after a
disaster is architected: includes three main modules: high-level data
integration module, data mining module, and a multi-criteria
decision-making module. |
| [25] “Group value and intention to use – a study of multi-agency disaster management information systems for public safety” | Uses the IS success model and looks at the group value in a large-scale
disaster management for public safety. The expected value of IS for
collaborating organizations was a major factor studied. |
| [35] “Determinants of open source software project success: a longitudinal study” | Longitudinal data is used to investigate the success of an open source software
project. The determinants include OSS license, user-interest, and
developer-interest from both the time-invariant and time-dependent
perspectives. |

In this paper, we extend our exploration to study the issues of a
successful FOSS deployment in disaster management. While Morelli et al. [27] focus on a similar topic as we have, their report is more
descriptive in nature whereas we carry out a qualitative study, to find
the major factors that drive public–private collaboration in the con-
text of a humanitarian OSS project. Additionally, while some authors
have focused on the technical determinants (e.g. [30,33]) our paper
has a strong focus on the social perspectives wherein we study the
factors of the successful deployment. Additionally, the dimension of
human private–public collaboration in the system is also a main
focus in our paper. Our study therefore relates to but also departs
from the prior studies at both theoretical and methodological levels.

2.2. Technology–organization–environment (TOE) framework

Following Vitharana et al. [38], we first surveyed the theoretical
underpinnings that we could use to explain private–public collabor-
oration in the deployment of disaster management information systems. One analytical framework that we considered was the
technology–organization–environment (TOE) framework [36]. At its es-
sence, TOE identifies three sources of influences: technological, organiza-
tional, and environmental factors. Technical factors include both technical
instruments and processes and require a fit between the task at hand and
the technological resources available to react to the situation. Organiza-
tional factors are the characteristics and resources that belong to an orga-
ization. Environmental factors refer to the social context within which
an organization functions. These factors present “both constraints and opportunities for technological innovation” [36, p. 154]. TOE has been used in directing system deployment within the organizational context. A few instances of empirical study regarding technology innovation have used the TOE as a basic framework, including MRP adoption research [7], e-commerce adoption research [41], the adoption of mobile commerce in the insurance industry [24] and governmental adoption on FOSS [20]. Recently Gebauer and Ginsburg [17] examined the black box of task–technology fit in the mobile information system domain and identified ‘use context-related fit’. It is argued that a good match between the information systems and the organizational tasks and context is very important to the system’s success [17,19]. Liu et al. [26] investigated the framework of task–individual–technology fit, where ‘individual’ was added as a further dimension. It is argued that the choice of individuals can affect the performance significantly [26]. In our research, we use the TOE categorization to develop factors that are important for successful humanitarian FOSS deployment and extend it to focus on potential partnerships and collaborations across firms, such as private–public partnerships that are important for disaster response and humanitarian FOSS.

In disaster management, there is potentially a great deal of uncertainty with the situation. Therefore, regarding the technological aspects, coping with urgent tasks in an uncertain environment requires the balancing of cost and adaptability of both technological artifacts and processes [6,23,40]. This is where the “open source code” characteristics of humanitarian FOSS would have a considerable impact. To this end, data ownership and security is an important aspect because of the various different types of data that would need to be made available across organizations while ensuring their security. Sensitive information needs to be carefully protected against data leaks.

Regarding the organizational aspects, the strength of FOSS programming is its community-based deployment approach that invites multiple participants in system deployment. Disastrous events introduce wide impacts on a region and their responses call for joint efforts from multiple participating organizations. These organizations may have never worked together in the past and there is a lack of acquaintance and interaction experience. As a consequence, participants may not be aware of the knowledge and capability of each other, creating a barrier in inter-organizational engagements such as collaborative deployment of FOSS. To this end, clearly collaboration and sharing of knowledge resources are important within [28] as well as across organizations. Three components “what the knowledge is about, what the individual believes they are capable of knowing and what the individual knows about others’ knowledge and expertise” are critical in the context of humanitarian FOSS as well [14]. Timely and effective knowledge sharing is important for disaster management. In a disaster recovery situation, people and organizations that may not ordinarily collaborate to synthesize expertise must work together quickly and effectively. A feature of disaster response is that disasters are unexpected and hence humanitarian FOSS deployment teams are formed on the fly and as such FOSS expertise is coordinated without full knowledge of member credibility and capabilities. The deployment team resembles an emerging temporary or task oriented organization with many players unknown to each other. Therefore, knowledge and experience with the system (there is no guarantee of the capabilities of a participating organization), and awareness of skill sets of collaborators (the deployment teams may be loosely coupled and have lack of integration and transparency) are critical to successful deployment.

Finally with regard to the environmental aspect, i.e. the social context in which the organizations function, a critical stakeholder is the government, the primary first responder in emergency and disaster situations. There is a lack of prior interactions and credibility of participants is not clear, since emergency operations are expected to be a temporary exercise and the teams operate as a temporary organization. Relationships among participants with weak ties (or prior nonexistent ties) must be managed properly. In order to encourage continuity and cooperation, it is important to strengthen trust between government and the deployment teams [31]. This also requires strong government senior level management support.

In the aftermath of a disaster, rescue crews, government agencies, and private organizations all interact in a chaotic and complicated manner. All information technologies and human interactions in the given social structures as well as organizational procedures and rules do matter in the collaboration of these entities. Some of the major sources of influence of humanitarian FOSS collaboration stem from information technology, the organizational and social environment, as well as partnerships between private and public organizations.

While TOE offers an integrated framework to study FOSS deployment from technological, organizational, and environmental perspectives, we augment TOE with concepts from other literature so as to understand the managerial challenges that come with typical disaster management. The fact that participating organizations do not possess knowledge to discover expertise and that they lack strong ties to collaborate calls for the aforementioned extensions.

3. Issues identified by TOE framework

3.1. Research issue 1: task–technology fit

The task technology fit perspective in the TOE model underscores several technical features that pertain to the disaster context. Task technology fit stresses that the matching of technology to tasks brings improvements in work effectiveness [13]. For proper fit to be achieved in a disaster response task, there is the need for low cost, high adaptability, and clarity of data ownership and security issues. The low cost of FOSS makes it attractive in disaster management. Financial constraints are usually a substantial challenge to response organizations when a disaster occurs. Few countries and organizations commit sufficient resources to disaster management, regardless of past experience or future potential [10]. The low cost feature of FOSS therefore fits this need very well. As Currion et al. [10] point out, “FOSS deployment leverages the goodwill and expertise of a global community of IT and non-IT actors at low cost”; FOSS solutions can be supported by technological organizations around the world helping their affected communities. A FOSS solution can potentially pull resources from a vast pool of programmers. All the benefits are from social goods, which are free.

Adaptability and flexibility may be another major advantage of FOSS for meeting the particular needs of disaster management. In contrast, proprietary software in general restricts system adaptation and offers limited reconfiguration options; its modifications often require the involvement of specially trained programmers from the vendors, who may not be able to join and participate in the mitigation to disasters. In the case of humanitarian FOSS system, it can be relatively easily set up, adapted, and configured quickly by independent third-party system developers and volunteers, so that it can become responsive to rapidly changing situations [10]. To be used in a local environment, especially one that is non-English speaking, the step of localization is essential. Without adaptability, a FOSS system could not be applied in many countries.

To work with a government leading a disaster response, another area of high concern is data security and ownership. Response to disasters often involves confidential data that describes the existing response plans, victim identities, medical information, and casualties. In the case of proprietary software, humanitarian systems go through a thorough developmental and testing process and fully comply with the applicable security standards. In addition, organizations that adopt this proprietary software own full possession of the system data. Data security and ownership is therefore not a salient problem for such proprietary systems. In contrast, government and non-government organizations rely on volunteers to develop humanitarian FOSS systems. These volunteers may not be completely verified for their credentials and background. Given
the time constraint and resource limitation, the development processes may not fully comply with the highest security standards in the industry. In addition, voluntary developers may be invited to modify FOSS systems while they are actively used during disaster responses. Data security and ownership is therefore a salient issue. Government agencies will not tolerate the leakage of critical data and potential subsequent malicious misuse of this data by others. Thus the protection of data needs to be prioritized and protective designs are expected. In a lot of the cases, the government would like to have the ownership and control of the data.

The above leads us to our first research issue for further exploration:

**Issue 1.** What are the aspects of task technology fit (low cost, high adaptability, and data ownership) that will affect the success of private–public collaborative FOSS deployment in disaster management.

### 3.2. Research issue 2: community of interest and knowledge awareness among community members

Open-source software development is collaborated through a broad community of interest [22]. Therefore, in addition to technological factors, organizational factors play an essential role in humanitarian FOSS deployment [18]. Programmers from all over the world voluntarily contribute to the code. As a result, it is difficult, if not impossible, to ensure that the team is creating high quality code in a collective manner. To this end, a number of imperative issues must be considered before the community as a whole can successfully pursue its objective in system deployment.

The availability of personnel with appropriate skills and knowledge is important to the successful deployment of humanitarian FOSS [18]. In particular, members' knowledge and experience with the systems that are embedded in FOSS deployment will help them to avoid the snare in system deployment and contribute to skillful use [13]. In the case of proprietary software, system vendors are not challenged by the availability of experts in that they may recruit top-notch system developers. On the contrary, FOSS humanitarian systems are solely developed by volunteer developers who are equipped with mixed skills and knowledge. There is no guarantee of highly trained expert professionals who may join and contribute to the FOSS design. Chau and Tam [4] suggested that technical expertise of existing IT staff members is a barrier to the open system deployment. When a FOSS deployment team is assembled to assist in a disaster management operation, the team must be equipped with relevant skill sets and knowledge, or the ability to quickly acquire the missing capacity.

Awareness of the collaborative team's knowledge and support structures is important since these are the sources for planning and accomplishing the tasks. Unlike the case of proprietary software development where system developers mostly work in the same organization, FOSS humanitarian systems are made possible by volunteer developers who have no prior acquaintance with each other. They team together at the instance of a disaster and there is a lack of shared metastructure among each other. They will need the aforementioned awareness in order to develop mechanisms for collaboration and coordination. Without such cognizance, the deployment of FOSS may be delayed or halted completely. Morelli et al. [27] underscored the importance of deployment teams of disaster management system, and most importantly, the knowledge, experiences, and team effort that they provide to help the community. This combination of knowledge, expertise, and collaboration skills is sparse and involves a lengthy learning process, which can be nurtured or arranged by a group, organization, or the volunteer pool. For example, a deployment team may have knowledge about social structures, but if it were short of expertise in disaster systems, a sponsor organization may need to search for the required but missing talents. In these cases, organizational knowledge of volunteer developers and their skills will play a significant role in facilitating this search process and pooling the collective efforts in building an effective FOSS through cross team and/or organizational collaborations. In case a structure is better known, there will be consistency in the way the system is deployed. Consequently, more effective use of the FOSS system may follow.

This leads to the next issue for further exploration:

**Issue 2.** How does deployment support from organizations and volunteers (inclusive of knowledge and experience of deployment and awareness of the skill set of collaborators) affect the success of private–public collaborative FOSS deployment in disaster management.

### 3.3. Research issue 3: support from social environment

Social environment support may directly affect FOSS system deployment in the context of extreme events. This dimension of influence is unique to disaster response information system development since their usage is closely supervised by government. Among others, social environment support concerns top management support. Prior studies have underlined top management support as an important factor on IT development [4,7,18]. Glynn et al. [18] projected that upper management support could be even more important to FOSS deployment than the overall IS infrastructure. Chengalur-Smith et al. [5] found that senior management plays an extremely important role in choosing the technologies of FOSS. We believe this is true for disaster response situations as well where federal governments oversee disaster relief planning and preparation [29]. Many decisions after a disaster have to be made quickly upon review of the immediate area. Without support from the presiding government, decisions on task critical issues, including the deployment of humanitarian FOSS, could be seriously delayed.

Moreover, social environment support may be affected by private–public trust. In the aftermath of a disaster, the government leads the overall recovery process with the participation of volunteer private sectors. Without trust between the public and private sectors, the deployment team would not have received needed support and resources from local authorities. Chengalur-Smith et al. [5] suggested that organizations with stronger ties to the open source community–of–practice may realize more benefits from implementing a FOSS project. For example, disaster management may encounter response data that is inaccurate, incomplete, and inconsistent. Data quality assessment is critical [37]. While public and private organizations are likely to keep data repositories that are valuable to triangulate response data, they may be reluctant to share the data with one another. A presence of trust among these organizations will remove perceived uncertainty in data sharing and its subsequent use, consequently encouraging the parties to pool their data repositories in a jointed effort to certify response data.

As a consequence, the following research issue is raised:

**Issue 3.** How does social environment support (including governmental support and trust between public–private partnership) impact FOSS deployment in disaster management.

### 4. Methodology and data collection

In this study, we examine humanitarian FOSS deployment through the example of the SAHANA system. SAHANA is a leading humanitarian FOSS system for disaster management purposes. “SAHANA” means “relief” in Sinhala, the language of Sri Lanka. It was first built by volunteers in the Sri Lankan IT industry and deployed by the Sri Lankan government to help with disaster management after the 2004 Sri Lankan Tsunami (www.wikipedia.com). The SAHANA foundation describes the uniqueness of SAHANA as follows: “SAHANA software projects are different. They are about providing open source solutions for disaster victims and those seeking to help disaster victims. It is about the essence of humanitarianism; doing good in the world” (http://sahanafoundation.org). This free and open source disaster management information system has been growing with deployments during many massive disasters including the tsunami in Sri

To fulfill the needs of disaster relief organizations, SAHANA includes the following basic components:

- Organization registry: to monitor and coordinate agencies and their geographic coverage
- Missing people/disaster victim registry: to track missing, displaced, injured, and deceased individuals and allow people to find family and friends through its search engine
- Shelter registry: to track and manage shelters and their residents
- Request management system: to track supply and demand of aid
- Inventory management: to track locations and qualities of response resources
- Situation awareness: to collect updates of incident development
- Volunteer coordination: to maintain the directory of volunteers with contact and availability

Many organizations and large IT companies have shown interest in private–public collaboration for disaster management. We choose to collect qualitative data from IBM, since IBM has actively participated in disaster response over the years. IBM crisis response teams have deployed many SAHANA systems around the world and successfully aided governmental disaster responses in multiple natural disasters, including the Indian Ocean Tsunami and China Sichuan Earthquake. Their work in disaster relief has been widely acknowledged by the community. Mr. Susilo Rambamb Yudhoyono, the President of Indonesia, recognized IBM for its “continued commitment to aid the people of Aceh and Nias, still suffering from the aftermath of the tsunami that hit the region in 2004.” (http://www.ibm.com/ibm/ibmgives/awards/index.shtml). In response to the 2008 Sichuan massive earthquake, IBM deployed a SAHANA disaster management system, which was quickly adopted by the local authorities to help their disaster relief efforts. In a newsletter from IBM-China’s communication office, the CTO of IBM-China James Yeh gave the following speech with pride [27]:

“All our hard work and sweat paid off when families reunited with their missing members! It was really an emotional moment of truth when we saw the happy tears... Eventually, we can say with pride that what we have done is worth remembering for our whole life. We helped people in the disaster area with our technology. We allied the best talents in IBM and contributed to the open source community.”

Vitharana et al. [38] emphasized that it is critical to get multiple data sources in qualitative case study. Following Vitharana et al. [38], we solicited information from numerous sources in addition to IBM. We contacted three governmental organizations who were heavily involved in the SAHANA deployment. We contacted officials at the SAHANA foundation. All these inputs allow us to triangulate the inputs from IBM and to develop a holistic view of FOSS systems in disaster management.

4.1. Data collection

Seaman [32] has stated “The principal advantage of using qualitative methods is that they force the researcher to delve into the complexity of the problem rather than abstract it away. Thus, the results are richer and more informative”. Seaman [32] especially noted the needs for qualitative methods for the study of broad issues of software deployment. Given that the topic of understanding governmental adoption of FOSS in disaster management is very complex, involving many different factors and stakeholders, we decided to adopt the qualitative case method in this research [21,15,16]. Our aim in the data collection phase was to gain rich and deep insights. Accordingly, we tried to gather the maximum amount of information by giving the interviewees the freedom to tell us their story, share their experiences, and express their opinions covering any topic that they felt was relevant.

A six-step data collection approach was utilized as shown below:

1. Contact the key contacts of the IBM, SAHANA team, and government agencies in various countries that have experienced disasters.
2. Discuss the potential questions with them to modify or add new questions based on the deployment of the SAHANA product in that country. A list of sample questions is provided in Appendix A.
3. Discuss with the key contacts which individuals would be the appropriate and ideal interviewee to validate our propositions.
4. Identify the ideal interviewees that participated in SAHANA, refine the questions, and agree on an interview time.
5. Phone interview those managers or engineers who were identified in step four.
6. Phone interview senior managers and developers from the government and public sectors.

First, senior engineers and project managers who participated in recent humanitarian FOSS deployment projects were interviewed. These interviewees are from multiple local subsidiaries of IBM who lent aid in most of the recent large-scale disasters. The interviewees, as the primary informants, offered their first-hand observations and lessons learned in their projects. Then, officials from a FOSS foundation and government agencies were interviewed to provide insights about the three research questions discussed in the previous section. All five of the project managers and software engineers who we interviewed from IBM China directly participated in the SAHANA implementation project after the 2008 Sichuan massive earthquake. Some of them were sent on site in Chengdu, Sichuan, while others participated in the design, execution, and test processes in Beijing or Shanghai. Some of them were senior project managers and engineers, with many years of hands-on experience, while others were relatively junior, having graduated from college in the last few years. The project manager who we interviewed in Taiwan is the key person of the IBM SAHANA team in Taiwan. He has a crew working for him on this project on the localization and customization of SAHANA. The interviewee in Vietnam was also the key contact and main organizer of the IBM SAHANA implementation in Vietnam. He worked with local universities on the SAHANA project. The project manager that we talked to, in IBM India was an expert in FOSS and disaster management. He had participated in numerous FOSS implementations for disaster relief in India in the past. The software engineer in IBM India who we spoke with is also an expert in SAHANA. He was the key person in the SAHANA implementation team for the tsunami and other disasters in India.

From the side of government and public sectors, our interviewees include a senior officer from SAHANA software foundation, one senior manager and a senior software developer from the government of New York City, and two senior officers from the National Library of Medicine. They all had worked in the SAHANA deployment team in the corresponding organizations (Table 2).

Informing interviewees about the purpose of the interview is important [32,38]. Before we conducted all the phone interviews, we not only confirmed the time and date of the interview with the interviewees, we also introduced the purpose of the interview and attached the proposed questionnaire. All the interviews were conducted over the phone. All the interviews were tape recorded, with the conversations later transcribed into field notes. Such field notes can provide very detailed information [32]; while the recording allowed the researchers time to carefully examine the interview responses. The total of nine interviews in the rounds of data collection generated approximately 100 pages of
For instance, Currion et al. [10] stated that besides the initial cost in the lock-in problem [1]. This is also noted in some previous research. Currion et al. [10] also raised the misconception of FOSS is that such software is free of any cost. In the context of humanity, however, FOSS is not free given that users have to invest a significant amount of time and efforts for system customization. The initial cost of FOSS may not necessarily be cheaper, or even in some cases more expensive than proprietary solutions. However, when the system is set up, the maintenance cost of proprietary solutions can be significantly higher due to the vendor lock-in problem [1]. This is also noted in some previous research. For instance, Currion et al. [10] stated that besides the initial cost in setting up a humanitarian FOSS disaster management system, there is very low cost to maintain. One of our interviewees offered some insight into this:

"Actually the initial cost of open source may be higher with that level of customized support. However once you get it set up, your cost goes down to almost nothing. However, the private product charges you annual maintenance fee, license fee, etc. Those are things that you really don't need, just in order for you to continue to use it." (Senior Officer of SAHANA Software Foundation)

The above leads us to suggest our first proposition:

**P1.1.** The low cost of humanitarian FOSS will positively affect the success of private–public collaborative FOSS deployment in disaster management.

There is one important thing that we have noticed. Unlike proprietary software, which mostly involves tangible expenses such as purchasing cost, FOSS incurs a great amount of intangible costs. FOSS is only made available due to the valuable contributions of volunteers and generous donations from the private sector. An outpouring of support in the aftermath of a disaster can leave the response team with a large surplus of people willing and able to do what they can, to help. "This can confer the responders the ability to pick and choose the most capable collaborators from the resource pool. This surplus of free manpower can help overcome many monetary shortages if a way can be found to utilize it," a Project Manager of IBM Beijing stated. This condition is not limited in scope to individuals, but includes private organizations large and small. A large number of companies are willing to help after a disaster. This free resource is extremely valuable and helps compensate for monetary constraints. Such a donation from the private sector has led to a very low cost of SAHANA. A few of our interviewees talked about this as follows:

IBM donated a good deal in support of the SAHANA system, which included a great amount of human resources. (Project Manager from IBM Beijing) If we calculate the monetary value of human resources IBM put into SAHANA, it would be an enormous amount. It is far more than the goods you can provide because the human resources are much more valuable. IBM is, to my knowledge, committed to donate its human resource rather than donating money or products. (Project Manager from IBM Shanghai) As to SAHANA, you don't have a license fee, but your cost in terms of labor and support might be equal or greater than the private product. For in the instance of IBM, it puts thousands of thousands of dollars in terms of labor in the project. (Senior Officer of SAHANA Software Foundation)

FOSS deployments have the ability to receive a large amount of support in the form of people's time and effort. The ability to accept such donations in lieu of monetary aid is of enormous benefit. A proprietary solution cannot easily realize this benefit. Therefore we suggest:

**P1.1.1.** In disaster management, the availability of voluntary and highly skilled human resources is a major determinant of the cost advantage of FOSS deployment.

5.1. Task technology fit

The first issue we delved into was the task technology fit. In order to do so, we dissected the interviews from the perspective of cost, adaptability, and data ownership.

5.1.1. Cost

The low cost advantage of FOSS, which mainly derives from low maintenance cost, is confirmed with our interviews. A typical misconception of FOSS is that such software is free of any cost. In the context of humanity, however, FOSS is not free given that users have to invest a significant amount of time and efforts for system customization. The initial cost of FOSS may not necessarily be cheaper, or even in some cases more expensive than proprietary solutions. However, when the system is set up, the maintenance cost of proprietary solutions can be significantly higher due to the vendor lock-in problem [1]. This is also noted in some previous research. For instance, Currion et al. [10] stated that besides the initial cost in setting up a humanitarian FOSS disaster management system, there is very low cost to maintain. One of our interviewees offered some insight into this:

Actually the initial cost of open source may be higher with that level of customized support. However once you get it set up, your cost goes down to almost nothing. However, the private product charges you annual maintenance fee, license fee, etc. Those are things that you really don't need, just in order for you to continue to use it. (Senior Officer of SAHANA Software Foundation)

The proprietary solutions always have very high maintenance cost. For the open source system that we have, we have not updated the application for five years and it is still running. The only thing that we updated was the server. In most of the cases, it is stable, it is solid, and we really don't have to do much work about that. (Senior Officer of SAHANA Software Foundation)

5.1.2. Adaptability

Another praised feature of SAHANA is that it has a great adaptability. Proprietary software is not readily adaptable due to the lack of source code visibility to external developers. Unless dedicated support teams from the software vendor are on site during a disaster, proprietary software may not be modified in a timely manner. As a consequence, disaster management teams will have to reorganize their response activities around the existing system features. This problem is most salient in under-developed and developing countries where the local governments can't afford well-supported proprietary systems. In contrast, developed countries such as the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2</th>
<th>Basic demographics of our interviewees.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Interviewee</td>
<td>Organization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project manager</td>
<td>IBM Beijing — China</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Senior software engineer</td>
<td>IBM Beijing — China</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project manager</td>
<td>IBM Shanghai — China</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Senior software engineer</td>
<td>IBM Shanghai — China</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project manager</td>
<td>IBM Chengdu — China</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project manager</td>
<td>IBM Taiwan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project manager</td>
<td>IBM Vietnam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project manager</td>
<td>IBM India</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Senior software engineer</td>
<td>IBM India</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Senior officer (CEO)</td>
<td>SAHANA Software Foundation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Senior officer</td>
<td>The government of New York City</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Senior software developer</td>
<td>The government of New York City</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Senior officer</td>
<td>National Library of Medicine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Senior project manager</td>
<td>National Library of Medicine</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

double spaced text with around 27,000 words and 150,000 characters. The authors crosschecked the validity and consistency of the translation of the transcripts afterwards.

5. Results

5.1. Task technology fit
United States maintain ready-to-deploy systems such as the National Emergency Management Information Systems, the core system that Federal Emergency Management Agency uses for response and recovery management [11]. FOSS such as SAHANA enjoys a great level of adaptability due to the publicity of system design details. After an incident strikes, FOSS is able to be quickly adapted when such changes are most needed and subsequently make a more effective contribution to the response teams.

With FOSS, you can easily adapt it to the organization’s different business processes. You don’t have to go in and say ‘hey stop doing what you are doing now and we are going to give you a new method’. Instead, just keep doing what you are doing. What we are going to do is to get the system adapted to your process and help you do the job better, by handling the forms, the fields, and the matrix more efficiently. That is in general the biggest thing. With open source, in a couple hours, you can adapt that form into your database. (Senior Officer from SAHANA Software Foundation)

After a disaster happens, someone needs a solution to deal with it. They in general don’t care whether it is open source or not. They want something that does the job for them. In my opinion, the adaptability and customizability are the strong points of open source projects. In our presentations, for example, we can say hey here it is already translated to your language. Or let me change the form here to match your paper form. Then they can see it fits their needs right away. (Senior Officer from SAHANA Software Foundation)

The above leads us to suggest the next proposition:

**P1.2.** High adaptability will positively affect the success of FOSS deployment in disaster management.

Under the out-of-the-box nature, some customization is usually needed prior to its deployment, such as the language translation [3]. After this localization step, it can be easily implemented under different scenarios. Most of the interviewees are in countries where English is not the primary language. So, the first task for the Chinese IBM team after the Sichuan earthquake was to translate and localize the SAHANA system. It was handled in a timely manner; otherwise the wide deployment would not have been a possibility. Below are some highlights of some of the experiences they shared.

A lot of components need to be customized based on local needs. For example, a default form asks about religion. It’s not that applicable here. That’s just one of the difficulties we faced. We have added a lot of information which was needed here while having to ignore many other items. This customization also applied to the selection of function modules too. We customized two modules. (Project Manager from IBM Shanghai)

The Chengdu police told us what interface they would like to see and what information they would like to include. So we customized SAHANA based on their requirements. For example, to input Chinese characters, we use pin-yin. One of several pin-yin methods is to input only the initial pin-yin letters and then select from a few options presented by the system. Almost all police officers in Chengdu were already familiar with this input method, so we had to implement this in the SAHANA program particularly for them. So the customization is a big issue here [where operational efficiency is linked to people’s lives]. (Manager from IBM Beijing)

Two critical aspects of adaptability are localization/customization and the modularization of system for disaster management. Hence we suggest:

**P1.2.1.** Localization ability and availability of various functional modules are two major dimensions of adaptability.

5.1.3. Data ownership and security

When a government is considering deployment of an innovative FOSS system such as SAHANA, one of the main points of concern is data ownership and security. With the FOSS option, the government also has the right to use the system and data, while this is not always the case with proprietary solutions. Governments will in general seek to avoid any risk of intrusion to their internal systems and data. This can create a barrier for adoption of FOSS technology if there are any doubts about data safety. Some insights from the public sector are offered here:

In a typical process, SAHANA is being adopted by the government or some organization. They have control of the system, the data security and decide who is using it... One government, such as Pakistan, took the whole SAHANA code and integrated into their own system before being used in the governmental central call center... It was never published, and none of the data was ever shared. The code was never released. It gives them the flexibility for them to accomplish it. (Senior Officer from SAHANA Software Foundation)

In the case of the Sichuan earthquake, the Chinese government used the SAHANA system deployed in collaboration with IBM. One of the major reasons was the fact that local police were assured by the IBM team regarding the safety of their internal data. Some summaries are shown below from our interviewees.

In terms of systems architecture, it [implemented SAHANA] has two layers. One is called the backbone which is used for the policemen to input the data. The other one is the public facing interface for them to search with. For the backbone, we have user authentication with user access controls. For example, an individual may only see the modules to which he/she has permission to access. From the construction of – the police network, the two servers, one for the public search and the other for police input, are physically separated from each other. (Manager from IBM Beijing)

The internal and external data are physically separate. So the internal data of the police is very safe since no external user has access to them. All the data we need from the police were downloaded by the police and physically handed over to us. (Engineer from IBM Shanghai)

The analysis above leads us to suggest the proposition:

**P1.3.** A high level of data ownership and security will positively affect successful private–public collaborative FOSS deployment in disaster management.

5.2. Deployment support from organizations and volunteers

Emergency response can be very chaotic given all of the numerous organizations and volunteers involved. Since FOSS programmers don’t have well defined boundaries, the workflow is very loose and one can leave or join at any time [34]. Without a well-organized and efficient team, it is very hard for a FOSS disaster system to function in a timely manner. Thus efficient deployment support from organizations and volunteers is very important to achieve a satisfactory performance of disaster response. Some insights from the manager from IBM Taiwan are shown below:

FOSS means that a lot of developers contribute to the codes, which does not necessarily mean the quality is not as good. There always needs to be someone to coordinate the whole process. (Project Manager from IBM Taiwan)

5.2.1. Knowledge and experience of the system

As IBM is a leading technology company equipped with thousands of knowledgeable engineers and experts in various fields, the team on site could always leverage the knowledge and support from other IBM groups during the Sichuan earthquake SAHANA deployment. The interviewees from IBM China crew showed the
importance of the deployment team support. Some of the relevant transcripts are shown below:

In general, a large company like IBM has a lot of experience, a lot of technology support and human resources. They were able to help us very quickly deploy SAHANA and implemented it. Their knowledge and experience will definitely help! (Senior Officer from the City of New York) The biggest disadvantage is that SAHANA has a very loose structure. If you want, you can add or delete modules. Everyone can contribute their own code to the different modules, so we don't have a standard quality across the various modules. The quality of some modules can be much higher than other modules. In our whole implementation process, we had to spend a lot of time to test it. We required a lot of people who knew about the loose structure to conduct the testing as it was of such a great scale. (Manager 1 from IBM Beijing) Except that they had a very high requirement with regards to timing, we treated it the same as we treat our other projects. So the whole process, including the initial design, and the communication with the clients, functionality tests, system tests, were all the same. Even though they are all volunteers, they are also all highly experienced engineers. The volunteers bring with them so much intelligence and experience from their fields. (Manager 2 from IBM Beijing) Even though SAHANA is an open source program, the program we delivered to the Chengdu police really wasn't open source because it had all the custom features added by our highly experienced engineers and project managers. They all treated it like any of their usual projects. This created a solid foundation for the success of SAHANA. (Engineer from IBM Beijing)

The above leads to proposition

**P2.1. Knowledge and experience of the system will positively affect the success of private–public collaborative FOSS deployment in disaster management.**

5.2.2. Awareness of skill-set of collaborators

Furthermore, through FOSS platform, the emergency response officials can exchange ideas, experiences, and learn how things are done by different organizations and volunteers [39]. With this extended knowledge pool, the support could be more effective and stronger.

This is extremely important in disaster response. The commercially licensed software cannot be implemented to the large scale which open source software can. Everyone can access the code of the open source program. Finding the appropriate skill-set is not an issue here. The beauty is that if you would like to contribute, you will be able to. (Manager from IBM Beijing) I almost took this for granted. Like I was telling you, I actually used the global delivery center here in India which has many thousand programmers with various specialties. I was taking a very high quality team and high capability level for granted as we have access to that team, but that's not always the case everywhere. (Project Manager from IBM India)

The above leads us to suggest the proposition:

**P2.2. Awareness of the extended knowledge and support skill set will positively affect the success of private–public FOSS deployment in disaster management.**

5.3. Social environment support

5.3.1. Governmental senior level management support

Government is a major player in this content. Our interviewees all detailed the critical role the government plays in the deployment process:

I did mention that the senior government support is critical. They don't have to be involved with the technical stuff, but the signal is very important. The high level government does not need to participate that much, but you do need a senior manager type to commit into the deployment. (Senior Officer from SAHANA Software Foundation) It is really almost entirely dependent on the attitude of the government. If they are interested, they would show their requirement and ask the question how this system could integrate to their own database. It then would become a motive for us to move on to the implementation stage. This time, the Taiwan government did not show much interest to implement this system. They said they would try to use it. But I am not sure if they have actually used it. The government plays a huge role to ensure the success of the implementation. That is for sure! (Project Manager from IBM Taiwan)

For context, Taiwan did not successfully deploy the SAHANA project. The above leads to proposition

**P3.1. Governmental senior level management support will positively affect the success of private–public collaborative FOSS deployment in disaster management.**

5.3.2. Trust between the government and the deployment team

Trust between a government and any organization or individual can be difficult to attain. Without mutual trust, it is very difficult to promote a new technology or system to the government. Take IBM for instance. As a well-known, reputable IT firm with high social responsibility, for them to gain the government's trust can be much easier and straightforward. It is more likely for a governmental body to build a trustful relationship with large, well-known firms. This mutual trust could be established in many different forms, not just the reputation of a well respected company. For instance, mere words of promise and a legal contract can instate different levels of trust in the firm's promise of providing on-going maintenance services. Little or unknown organizations will have a hard time overcoming the trust barrier with the government. In an emergency response situation, not only do they have to gain governmental trust, but they have to do so quickly. It is a hurdle, which can only be cleared by organizations with whom the government is already familiar. In the case of 2008 Sichuan earthquake, Chinese governmental authorities trusted IBM and involved IBM in the joint recovery operations [27]. In an instance where the government could not identify the collaborators that quickly, it is more likely for the government to hire its own agencies to do it.

... the Chengdu police are not willing to share their internal database with the external volunteer teams. However, when IBM volunteered for the development task, they decided to share a portion of their data. This would not be possible in a pure grass-root open-source project. The police trust us more compared to other random volunteers as we have the reputation of the firm to uphold. When the earthquake happened, you could find some people there with good intentions, but some may have malevolent purposes in mind. Without trust, it is very difficult to implement the project in an efficient way. It's not just a technical issue. (Engineer from Shanghai IBM) Because you had IBM there, it may be much easier for the government to agree. It may get the government feel more comfortable when they cooperate with a big technology firm. They don't need to participate, since they only need to know the system is working. In this case, IBM is successful in the public–private collaboration for reason. If you don't trust IBM, whom else will you trust? (Senior Officer from the Government of New York City)

1 The authors thank an anonymous reviewer for this insight.
The above leads to proposition:

**P3.2.** Trust will positively affect the success of private–public collaborative FOSS deployment in disaster management.

Based on the above we propose the exploratory model in Fig. 1 below.

6. Discussion and conclusion

Disaster management faces numerous challenges in mounting a rescue effort, such as the lack of qualified rescue staff, limitations of relief budget and resources, and a constant struggle against time. For response organizations, which often suffer from insufficient resources under a disaster situation, humanitarian FOSS presents an attractive alternative with its unique characteristics, including an open and transparent technical architecture, low cost, and high adaptability. It is especially the case when there are not many private solutions available in the market. We have examined the major determinants of successful FOSS deployment in emergency management. The task–technology fit, deployment support from organizations and volunteers, governmental support, and the trust between the public and private parties all have positive relationships with the success of this private–public collaborative deployment.

In addition to these relationships we measured, many of our interviewees also indicated the great importance and value of the human resources donated by people and companies. FOSS offers individuals and companies alike to make a far greater contribution to disaster aid in a non-monetary manner. With a successful deployment requiring a great deal of human resources, much of a highly skilled variety, being able to accept contribution of people’s time and effort instead of currency is of enormous benefit. This is something which would be severely limited, if not impossible with an effort utilizing a proprietary solution.

We feel our research will be of interest to both practitioners and researchers. FOSS can potentially offer technological benefits, yet successful collaboration for disaster management FOSS requires organizational and social level supports as well. Regarding the implications to the practitioners, our findings can inform them of the key factors that affect the potentials for response organizations to explore this novel and economically preferable approach for disaster management. This could also help them better understand how the partnership between government and a private organization may be initiated in this area, how to encourage government to better support their deployment, and how to coordinate with different organizations and leverage the humanitarian FOSS advantages to the maximum extent. From a collaborative system deployment perspective, Table 3 highlights the key findings of the current study and the implications to the disaster management as well:

One limitation of the current study is that only a qualitative case study was used to develop the research propositions. A further validation from a formal quantitative empirical study can also be conducted. This would not only tell us the relationship between the model constructs, but also measure the degree and extent of the relationships. This could serve as a direction for future research. In addition, this study looks at FOSS volunteers who are from IBM. All employed by the same organization, these volunteers exhibit fewer problems in volunteer structuring and organization. Additionally, IBM volunteers are paid by IBM and they are more committed to SAHANA deployment, whereas other volunteers may be restrained by their own jobs and family issues and cannot continue their services for a prolonged period of time. Future study may examine other types of volunteers (e.g., emerging, ad hoc groups) and understand the differences in humanitarian FOSS deployment.
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Appendix A

List of sample survey questionnaires:

(1) How do you (or from a broader stakeholders’ point of view) evaluate the performance of SAHANA with the ***, ***, or other disasters? 

![Fig. 1. Proposed model.](image-url)
### Table 3
Key findings of the current study and implications to disaster management.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factors</th>
<th>Impact on humanitarian FOSS</th>
<th>Implications for management</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cost</td>
<td>−Financial constraints are frequently a substantial challenge faced by government when a disaster occurs.</td>
<td>−Adopt the FOSS approach despite the likelihood of higher initial cost.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adaptability</td>
<td>−In order to fit to a specific situation, the system needs to be set up, adapted to the situation at hand, and localized quickly.</td>
<td>−The cost of labor, in terms of availability of high skill sets in the FOSS deployment community is very critical.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data ownership and security</td>
<td>−Governments and private organizations are protective of sensitive and confidential data. −Government prefers to have the ownership of data and system if possible.</td>
<td>−Leverage the goodwill and expertise of a global community of IT and non-IT actors at little cost to cover the intangible costs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knowledge and experience of the system</td>
<td>−The staff's knowledge of and experience with the system can be an enabler to the fast deployment of the relief system.</td>
<td>−Keep high modularity of FOSS systems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Awareness of extended knowledge and support pool</td>
<td>−It is difficult for a group to obtain all the necessary knowledge and experience while simultaneously struggling against the clock. −Support from external groups can be in great surplus.</td>
<td>−In countries where English is not the primary language, translation is the first necessary step for system deployment.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Government management support</td>
<td>−Without the government’s support, it is very different to obtain the resources needed or deploy the system in a timely manner.</td>
<td>−If translation and other localization steps could be performed ahead of time, a great deal of time would be saved.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Private–public trust</td>
<td>−Without the trust, it is hard for the deployment to get any support or resources from the local authorities. −Trust can be a hurdle for collaboration and deployment. −After a disaster, multiple groups and organizations need to collaborate under the lead of the government.</td>
<td>−Any missing capacity to respond to the current situation, situations, or catastrophes.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a. Your definition and examples of success and failures.
(2) Compared to proprietary software, what are the distinctive characteristics of FOSS systems in general (not just SAHANA), that contributes to the governmental deployment?

a. Cost
b. Low network dependency?
c. Adaptability
d. Security?

e. Any other advantages/functions?

f. Which feature(s) appeal the most to the government (expandability, capability of synchronization, localization and customization, separation of data)?

(3) Who leads the deployment of SAHANA systems in the recent disaster responses? Have you found any perceivable differences among the deployment teams in terms of:

a. Deployment team’s knowledge and experience of the SAHANA system?
b. Government officials’ perception of the deployment team’s knowledge and support structure?
c. In case of multiple teams jointly deploy SAHANA, how did the collaborative deployment go? Any issues?

d. In relation to the characteristics of the SAHANA deployment teams that worked on past disaster response projects, were there any team attributes/properties that seemed to influence the success/failure of the SAHANA deployment project?

(4) How were governments involved (including foreign)?

a. Did the deployment teams receive support from upper-level government officials? How important is it?
b. How did government officials support or participate in the SAHANA deployment projects (frequency and variety)?
c. Was it possible for the deployment team to gain/build the trust from the government during the projects? If so, how?
d. How did government evaluate the contribution of SAHANA?

Any metrics they used? What changes did they recommend to improve SAHANA?
e. Any conflicts, restraints, or challenges that were raised during the deployment of SAHANA by the local government?

i. E.g., any policies and rules did the government pose as a condition under which the deployment makes take place?

ii. How did SAHANA meet the business requirements, if there is any that is set by the local government, in disaster management?

iii. To what extent did the local government deploy the system?

f. Which feature(s) appeal the most to the government (expansion, separation of data)?

b. Low network dependency?

−Government obtains the ownership of the data.

−Guarantee the collaborators of the safety of any sensitive data.

−Separation between the government server, the FOSS system, and the public access method.

−Install security measures (e.g., firewall and access control list) wherever appropriate.

−Equip the team with relevant skill sets and knowledge through training programs and exercises.

−Equip the team with staff who has experience with the system and who can quickly assist with any missing capacity to respond to the current situation.

−Leverage knowledge from inside and outside the organization.

−Maximize collective efforts by increasing the boundaries of the working group and volunteers globally.

−Receive consultation and support from the FOSS organization.

−Create strategic relationship with government officials.

−Facilitate the government’s perception of the merits of the system.

−Build mutual trust foundation from long term relationships and from institutional trust.

−Get the parties familiar with each other.

−Establish a long term public-private relationship.

−Try to work with the government as closely and transparently as possible.
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